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Abstract

This study extends upon the existing small body of
literature which examines relational communication in decision-
making groups. Extensions are found in the following areas:
examination of the effects of task difficulty on relational
interaction; use of an alternative relational interaction
coding scheme; consideration of a larger-data base; and,
examination of interrelationships between relational interaction
and performance outputs. Twelve groups, with five to seven
members e"ach, were randomly formed and assigned one of two tasks
(New Truck Problem or Winter Survival Problem) for completion
within thirty minutes. Tasks were pre-tested for difficulty and
were evaluated for difficulty in a post-questionnaire.
Participant satisfaction and solution quality were assessed.

The Rogers and Farace (1975) relational coding scheme
was used to analyze transcripts. Act, interact, and double
interact analyses were derived for each group and average
matrices were derived for the- two tasks. Relational patterning
was assessed with multivariate information analysis. Uncertainty,
relative uncertainty, and stereotypy statistics were derived
for all interaction levels of each group. Average stereotypy
values were computed for each task. Chi square tests were
employed to,determine likelihood of frequency matrices due to
chance. Pearson r correlation was the measure of association
used to analyze relationships between interaction pattern and
performance outputs.

This study found the following: significant interaction
patterns as a function of task difficulty; a nonsignificant,
low correlation between interaction Structure and performance
outputs; a tendency for interaction .structureto .increase as
level -of analysis moved from the act to-the interact to the
double interact; compared to the existingdata base-,Agenerally
smaller interaction structure values;.and,contrasted tO the
existing data base, a much more predominant_ interaction
pattern of "one-upmanship.



TASK DIFFICULTY, RELATIONAL INTERACTION, AND PERFORMANCE

OUTPUTS IN AD HOC PROBLEM-SOLVING GROUPS

In their de ineation of the Interact System Model, Fisher

and Hawes (1971) urge small group researchers to focus on the

communication process and the interrelationships of this

process with more social psychological variables such as

cohesiveness, power, task efficiency, etc. Ironically, com-

paratively little research provides this focus despite the

crucial organi,zing function which communication performs in

the small group (Fisher and Hawes, 1971, 446). As Helmreich

Bakeman and Scherwitz (1973) observed in their review of small

group research, small group researchers have analyzed input-

output relationships without full consideration of the mediating

functions of process.

This paper summarizes work from the ISM perspective; first

it attempts to describe the pattern of relational interaction

in task groups, and second, it assesses the interrelationships

between this interaction and selected other small group

variables.

Over the years,a variety of interaction coding techniques

have been applied to small groups in an effort to capture the

essence of communication as it functions in the group context.

Most of these coding schemes, however, have focused largely

on the task-related communication of the group (e.g., giving

information, asking for clarification). As most references

in small group behavior indicate, a group functions with at

least two basic dimensions--task ("getting the job done") and

maintenance (the interpersonal relationships which exist among

the group members), (Shaw, 1976). Much of what happens in a

group relates to the interpersonal relationships among the

membersrole differentiation, leadership emergence,rstatus and

power, cohesion, etc. Most importantly, interpersonallunctioning

in a group affects task performance, at least indirectly (Steiner,

1972; Hackman and Morris, 1975). It would seem useful,

then,to examine the interaction of a group with a
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coding technique which taps the interpersonal relationships

directly rather than continued reliance on content (task)-

oriented schemes.

Considerable research suggests that interpersonal rela-

tionships vary along two key dimensions: dominance-submission

and like-dislike (Carson, 1969). Relational interaction con-

centrates on the dominance-submission dimension. As Watzlawick,

Beavin, and Jackson (1967) noted in their near classic analysis

of communication, all interaction functions simultaneously at

both a content and a relational level. Interpreted at the

content, or task, level, the statement, "I think the plan of

attack of our group should be..." refers to a suggested solution

to the task. At the relational level, however, such a comment

might be interpreted as a control statement, a "one-up" attempt

to define behaviors of self and others. A relational interaction

analysis interprets interaction in terms of its attempt to control

the situation or relationship. As originated, interaction was

viewed as either one-up or one-down (Watzlawick, et al.,1967).

Complementarity was defined as a dyadic exchange of one-upman-

ship coupled with one-downmanship. Symmetry was defined as

a dyadic exchange of like response, usually one-up and one-up

(Watzlawick, et al., 1967).

Mark (1971) was one of the first to systematize a relational

interaction coding scheme. More recently, Rogers and Farace

(1975) offered a similar relational coding technique. As

operationalized by Rogers and Farace (1975), a given communi-

cat-_,n act functions as one-up, one-down, or one-across, the

latter of which implies neither an attempt to control nor

submission to the control of the other.

Basic to relational analysis is consideration of interaction

beyond the monadic act level. At a minimum, relational analysis

employs the interact level, i.e., exchanges of two contiguous

acts. At the interact level, then, message exchanges can be

viewed appropriately in a ninefold typology depending on the

particular combination of relational utterances (see Figure 1).



Symmetry is defined by interacts I

ity is defined by interacts and-i

and-7)-4; complementar-

.and so-called transitory

interacts constitute the remainder,-4 and- 9 (Rogers

and Farace, 1975).

one-up

j one-down

one-across

Figure 1. Typology of relational interact types.

At a more complex level of analysis, the double interact,

messages are viewed in sequences of three contiguous acts. Thus,

at the double interact levol, a possible twenty-seven combinations

ex t 1,1-4 , and so forth.

The relational, or control dimens on of interpersonal

relationships proves compatible conceptually with several J_

the more important group processes. Leadership emergence,

status and power, conflict, and deviance, for example, would

appear to reflect group members' functioning in the dominance-

submission realm. However, little research directly examines

group process from a relational interaction perspective.

Watzlawick et al.(1967) presented heuristic insights drawn mainly

from their background in therapy. Rogers (1972), Ericson (1973),

and Parks et al. (1975, 1976) examined relational interaction in

marital dyads. Of direct relevance to the small group is, the

research of Fisher, Glover, and Ellis (1975), Fisher (1976)0

and Ellis (1976). Fisher, et al. (1975) compared several coding

schemes at several levels of Interaction analysis (act, interact

double interact, and triple interact) from the perspective of

multivariate information analysis. Data were derived from six

families and three decision-making groups. Mark's coding

technique (1971) was used to assess relational interaction.

Fisher (1976) appeared to employ the same data base in reporting

results of the Mark System analysis. Ellis' (1976) similarly.

appeared to use the same three decision groups in presenting'
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a phase analysis of the Mark System data.

PURPOSES OF THIS STUDY

This study extends the research foundation provided by the

Fisher et al. (1975), Fisher (1976) and Ellis (1976) work.

Specifically, it employs the Rogers and Farace (1975) relational

coding scheme in order to provide comparative data with that

presented through the Mark System. Rogers and Farace (1975)

created their coding scheme because of inconsistencies in

the Mark System (p.227). Existing research has employed the

Mark System exclusively as a measurement tool to assess rela -

tional Communication in the small group context.

Second, this study extends the data base from the three

decision-making groups employed in the above series of

investigations. It would appear that the three groups examined

by Fisher et a/. (1975), Fisher (1976) and Ellis (1976) were

ad hoc classroom groups which met over the period of a term;

the groups were free to solve a task/problem of their choice.

The data base for the present study is taken.from twelve ad hoc

classroom groups, each of which solved a designated task

within a specified time period. Although such a data base

lacks the longitudinal element which is present in the three-

group data base, it affords control over key small group

variables to which group interaction can be related.

This study examines the nature of group interaction in

g_oups solving different tasks; specifically, six of the twelve

groups were randomly assigned to one task and the remainder

of the groups solved a second task. Considerable research

suggests that the nature of the task affects group functionin

However, this research is scattered and incomplete; little

systematic research has been undertaken to explore fully the

external variable of the task. What research s available,

however, denies continued complacency in smaL group research

(Bochner, 1974). Researchers of the small'group process have

several options available with regard to the task-variable:

1) continue to ignore the task as an important, contributor to

group functioning; 2) employ counterbalaneed designs in'which,
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groups solve a variety of tasks; and 3) develop and employ

standardized tasks. The difficulty with the first option is

c vious; failure to consider the task variable may contribute

considerable error to our understanding of group functioning.

Research which has employed the data base provided by the three

decision-making groups has reported relatively low degrees of

redundancy and pattern in the interaction. In part, this may

be a consequence of the fact that the groups were solving

uncontrolled tasks, thereby contributing to variation which

existed among the groups. The second and third research options,

however, are equally as problematic. Without systematic research

into the task variab e, it is impossible to determine which

features of the task contribute to differential group function ng.

Some task features may be irrelevant, in which case their in-

clusion in a study would be unnecessary and costly. The third

option has been attempted by some researchers (Zajonc, 1965).

The obvious problem with a standardized task, however, is one

of external validity. Can the standardized task be generalized

to other tasks? This study involves the systematic study of

one element of the task in order to enhance the viability of

the second research option.

This study attempts a systematic examination of one

dimension of the task--task difficulty. Conceptually, task

difficulty refers to "the amount of effort required to complete

the task" (Morris, 1966, p. 546). Difficult tasks are those

requiring more knowledge and demanding more operations and inputs

(Shaw, 1976, p. 311). This dimension was selected for manipu-

lation because it is the strongest and most stable of Marvin Shaw's

dimensions upon which tasks vary (Shaw, 1976). Specifically, this

study examines the patterns of relational interaction in groups

solving tasks of differing levels of difficulty. To the knowledge

of the investigators, only one study has systematically considered

interaction differences as a function of task difficulty. Morris

(1966) employed a task-oriented coding scheme in groups solving

tasks pre-tested to differ in ,:lifficulty. He reported that

groups solving more difficult tasks tended to provide more

structuring of answers. Extending the analysis to relational,

7



as opposed to task-oriented, interaction, it seems reasonable

to look for interaction differences between tasks of differential

difficulty. If one extends Morris' 1966) work, perhaps the

greater structuring of task answers in the task realm manifests

itself in the relational dimension as well. Groups solving

more difficult tasks may be characterized by greater interaction

structure at the act, interact, and double interact levels. In

an attempt to cope with difficult tasks, groups may find it

necessary to organize interpersonally to facilitate problem-solving.

Further, some research suggests that group members attempt leader-

ship more frequently when the task is difficult than when it is easy

(Shaw, 1976, p. 330). Translated to relational interaction,

this might imply more one-upmanship in the structure of groups

with more difficult tasks. Patterning differences as a function

of task difficulty are explored in this study at act, interact

and double interact levels.

Finally, this study extends cu rent literature by exploring

the relationship between relational interaction process and group

outcome. As Hackman and Morris (1975, p. 57) observe, "research

that directly relates measured characteristics of group process

to performance outcomes is scarce." -The few studies which have

undertaken such integrations of the ISM and HSM models have

found little systematic closure on the relationship between

interaction process and performance outputs .(Hackman and Morris,

1975; Sorenson, 1971; Katzell, Miller, Rotter, and Venet, 1970).

In examining "throughputs," it seems useful to consider rela-

tionships between interaction and outputs. Because functioning

in the maintenance realm affects performance, it seems _especially

productive to examine relationships between relational_ interaction

and performance. Existing literature has examined primarily

task-oriented interaction.

Performance outputs can be found in both task and maintenance

realms of group functioning. In the task realm, performance

output can be assessed usefully through solution quality. In the

maintenance realm, satisfaction constitutes a key ingredient

in performance output. Heslin and Dunphy (1964) isolated three

8
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sources of member satisfaction in the small group--stat:s consensus,

Perception of progress toward the goal, and perceived freedom to

partiLipate. The present study most closely approximates the

latter source in assessing member satisfaction with their

participation in the group experience.

In summary, this sCudy extends upon the existing small body

of literature which examines relational communication in decision-

making groups. The extensions are found in the following areas:

systematic examination of the effects of task difficulty on .

relational interaction; use of an alternative relational inter-

action coding scheme; consideration of a larger data base in

terms of the number of groups investigated; examination of

interrelationships between relational interaction and performance

outputs.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The primary thrust of tLis study is exploratory, in nature.

Summarizing the discussion above, the following research questions

are explored:

1. Does interaction structuring, or patterning, at the

act, interact, and double interaCt levels differ by

task difficulty?

2. Is interaction structuring, or patterning, at the

act, interact, and double inte act levels related

to group performance outputs?

METHODS

Participants

Participants were taken from beginning classes in small

group behavior. Before the presentation of material related to

the research questions under inveltigation, participants were

randomly assigned to small groups which ranged in size from five to

seven members. Each group solved a designated task While being

taped. A total of twelve groups were examined.

Selection of Tasks

In the term prior to data selection., students enrolled in

the undergraduate small groups class asSessed a series of tasks

along Shaw's (1976) basic deimensions of group tasks. On the

9
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basis of this pre-test information, two tasks were selected for

the current study--Maier's New Truck Problem (Maier, 1970) and

the Winter Survival Problem (Johnson and Johnson, 1975). In the

typology of task types employed by Hackman (1968; 1969; 1970)

and by Morris (1966) , both tasks represent problem-solving in

contrast to creativity Or negotiation tasks. The New Truc

Problem involves assessment of the needs of five truckers in

prioritizing who receives a new truck. The Winter Survival

Problem involves an assessment of the importance of fifteen

items to a hypothetical survival situation. The Winter Survival

Problem requires more knowledge on the part of members and

demands the examination of more problem components than does the

New Truck Problem. Further, most people are more familiar with

the issues and concerns in the New Truck Problem seniority,

job satisfaction, etc.) than with the issues and concerns raised

in the Winter Survival Problem. Groups were randomly assigned

to solve either the New Truck Problem or the Winter Survival

Problem. The pre-test decision to employ the two problems was

confirmed in- the actual task difficulty manipulation. Although all

groups were given a maximum of half an hour to solve their respec-

tive problems, groups working on the New Truck generally finished_
earlier earlier and vith fewer interactions than the Winter Survival

groups. Finally, the task difficulty manipulation was checked

after completion of the task by asking each person to indicate how

easy (7) or difficult (1) the task was on a seven-point scale.

Participants solving the New Truck Problem perceived that task

to be significantly easier than participants solving the_ Winter

Survival Problem (X = 4.56 and Y = 2.53, respectively; t = 4.69,

62df, one-tailed pe...01).

Assessment of Performance Outputs

Upon completion of the task, all group members were asked

to respond to a post-questionnaire which assessed reactions to the
,

experience. Participants indicated their %atisfaction with their

participation on a seven-point scale ranging from "not at all" to

"completely." A mean satisfaction score war_ derived-for each group.

Solution quality was determined on the *inter Survival Problem

by deriving each solution's mean deviation from:the correct item

ranking provided in Johnson and Johnson (1975), Thisolution

quality of the New Truck Problem was asseSsed-bY haVing

10-
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independently evaluate the solutions on the criteria employed by

DiSalvo and Seiler (1974) in their work with the New Truck Problem--

1. action orientation (the degree to which a solution states
or implies that a specific course of action should be
followed);

2. solution adequacy(the degree to which the solution takes
into consideration the requirements of the task);

3. people involvement (the degree to which the solution
includes the personal needs of the people in the.proble7

Scores on the three criteria were summed and averaged to provide

a single index of solution quality for New Truck solutions. The

agreement between the two judges produced a reliability

coefficient of .94.

Coding Procedures

The group discussions were recorded and later transcrib d

for coding analysis, producing a total of 4642 acts (1480

New Truck acts and 3162 Winter Survival acts). A total of four

trained coders analyzed the written transcripts with the Rogers

and Parace (1975) relational coding scheme, with a minimum of two

coders per transcript. The average intercoder reliability was .82.

Data Analyses

The act, interact, and double interact analyses were derived

separately for each of the twelve groups. After performing

separate analyses for each group, average act, interact and double

interact matrices were derived for the two tasks. Fisher et al.

(1975) reported that the most useful data analysis for the Mark

System was at the double interact level; hence, us analysis did

not go beyond the double interact to the triple and higher interact

levels. Relational patterning was assessed with multivariate

information analysis (Attneave, 1959). Uncertainty, relative

uncertainty, and redundancy (stereotypy) statistics were derived

for all interaction levels cf each of the twelve groups. In

addition, average stereotyp) values were computed for:each task.

The C function (redundancy or stereotypy) rangesHfrom 0.00_to

1.00 with larger values indicative of more structure.or non-

random patterning of interaction. As Miller and TriCk,(1949).

observed-, the C index provides a useful data summary, permitting

direct comparison between transition matricesAlthough'information:

theory statistics provide useful data summaries,_ther:40 not
.

constitute statistical tests of significance. .,FolloWing:Attneave,'s
_

ii
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suggestion (1959, p. 27), chi square tests were employed to

determine the likelihood of frequency matrices due to chance.

Pearson r correlation was the measure of associ, on used to

analyze relationships between interac ion pattern and

performance outputs.

RESULTS

According to Stech .(1970), interaction st- .:ture takes

one of two formsdistributional structure and sequential structure.

Table 1 summarizes the distributional act structure for the two

tasks. Average proportions were derived for each task from the

separate group data. From Table 1, it is apparent that one-up (

acts occur with greatest frequency for both tasks, although the

proportion is greater for the Winter Survival task. Beth tasks

exhibit the lowest frequency of occurrence for one-across ( )

acts.

If the distributional structures reflect random processes,

then one would anticipate only random departure from a .33 equal

probability model. Employing )62. analyses, both t!--e New Truck

and Winter Survival act distributions reflect non-random findings
z

(1,1z= 201.07, 2df, p4.001, and )= 615.9, 2df, p4, .001,

respectively).

Since the act distributional structures of both -asks depart

from an equal probability wiel, one can determine if the act
-astructures differ significantly from one another. A analysis

indicates that the structurs do indeed differ .510

2df, p .001).

Turning from distributional structure to sequeptial structure,

Table 2 presents the average proportions with which each act,type

follows an antecedent act. From these average_ matrices, it is .

apparent that at act is most likely followed' by.a -4c

especially in the Winter Survival task. Similarly, a

most likely followed by a 11% ; this probability:is higher _With

the Winter Survival task. Finally, a --)* act most probablY is

followed by a T act; again, this sequende_pattern

likely with the, inter SUrvival task. LeaS_

act is

12



tasks is a and a4, act followed by act. The interact

matrices'rfor both tasks depart from a random model of equal cell
-z

probability 451.7, 4df, p"...004;,t-= 1518.0, 4df, p4.001).
NT AwS

However, the discovery that the interact matrices are non-

random does not determine the extent to which the sequential

structures are functions of the act distributions. Perhaps the

non7random.!tructure is simply a reflection of the non-random

proCess whiih operates in the act distributional structures.

If the two tasks po,ssess no significant interact sequence structure

beyond that contributed by the act distributions, then the

relative- proportion of each.subsequent act should be equal to the

distributional proportions in each task's act distribution. Thus,

in the absence of sequential structure, the proportional diStri-

butions of subsequent acts should correspond within 'error to

those of Table I. Chi square analyses were employed to assess

the extent to which the non-random interact matrices were

attributable to the act distributional structures.- For the

New'Truck task, the-antecedent actst and-4 were lolloWed_by-.

significant departures from the act distributional structures

a = 12.2, 2df, p4.01 anddt = 22.460 2df0 p .001,'respectively

However, the- antecedent act was not followed by'subsequent-acts:-

whose distribution departed significantly from that represented

in the act distributional structure O'Jl= 1.23, s2df,0.05).

For the Winter Survival task, the antecedent acts t and weire
similarly followed by significant sequential acts (7,-.=,16.53,

2df, p4.01, andr= 20.890 .2df, p4.001, respectively). As with:,

the New Truck task, however, theA/ act was foIloWecLbysubtequent-::

actswhose distribution did not depart-from the- distributional.
_

structure Oja= 1.844 2df,-p>4.05).

Finally, the interactsequential structures..ofthe two tasks

were compared'through.a serieSofkanalyseSThe_two tasks_had

significantly different-SequeniiaistruCtures for'-the-Tantecedent,

= 20.52, 2df.134013z..TW-SeqUOtialstructures-for ,the_

antecedent approached marginal significance =-4.47,, 2d

.15)p> .10). With the antecedent, the two tasks did not dif
. , ,

--signiricantly in sequential structure 2.59--
-,

presen.3able
_ . _

sequential;;s ure---a-A._
., --__ --....

interact level -
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2.

a non-random process ( 886.2, 16df, < .001; _ = 2694,

16df, pe..001).
WS

Beyond this, however, it is useful to dete nine to what

extent the non-random structure is attributable to the act

distributional structure. If the double interact matr ces re-

flect no structure beyond that contributed by the distribu_ronal

structure, then the probability of the subsequent acts for any

given antecedent interact should correspond to the proportions

of Table 1. Table 4 presents the summary;L4analyses for both

tasks which determine departure from the distribution expected

on the basis of act distributional structure. For the New Truck

task, the llrantecedent interact is sequentially .structured

beyond that expected from.the act distributional structure.

Similarly, the14 antecedent interact is sequentially Structured.

The.A`antecedent approaches significance. With. the Winter

Survival task, the T-antecedent interact departs from the

distribution expected on the basis of the act distribution alone.
1H

The I and4, antecedent interacts approach significance.

Further, it is useful'to determine the extent to which

the double interact sequential structure deparrs significantly

from the structure contributed at the interact level of analysis.

Table 5 summarizes the,C-analyses which compared the double

interact sequential structures to the sequential structure ex-

pected at the interact level. If theTtantecedent, for example,

does not differ in sequence from the lh antecedent hen knowledge

of two prior acts does not contribute information different from:

that gained in knowledge of just one prior act. It is apparenr,

from Table 5 -that thet and antecedents provide. .significanrly.:

different sequences from that expected with the.--4antecedent

for the_New TruckProblem. None of .the double interact sequences

departs from the interact sequential expectations .for the Winter'

Survival Problem.

The New Truck and Winter Survival-tasks I.:ere-compared at the
a

double interact level with a series .of-L)c. analyses.::Results

indicate that the double interact sequential :structures differ on:..

the following antecedent interacts : '

1 a2,
.11 A7;.I 2df, p< :6

CX,27 5.9, 2df, .05) ; 2 p..< .01

16 Zdf, ,
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Table 6-summarizes the stereotypy values for each task at

the act, interact, and double interact levels. These values

were derived by taking means of stvrvotypy 11:1111 of

the separate task groups. The degree of structure tends to

increase somewhat from the act through the double interact levels

of analysis. However, throughout the table, redundancy values

remain quite low. These stereotypy values do not correspond

exactly with the redundancy in the average task matrices presented

in Tables, 1, 2, and 3; if some groups are structured but in

differing ways, the average matrix will suggest lower stereotypy

values than actually exist. Imagine two matrices which are

distributed differently but with equal structure: (1.00,0,0) and

(0, 0, 1.00). Both are highly predictable when considered

separately and a mean of the two stereotypy values iS 1.00.

But when the average matrix is derived, (.50, 0, .50), the

redundancy level is reduced considerably. Although the extent

of variation among the respective task groups is not to'this

extreme, it accounts for the minor discrepancies which exist.

Based on the average matrices presented in Tables 1 - 3, the

New Truck stereotypy values are: .06, .07, and .08; the Winter

Survival values are: .08, .09, and .09. There is still a trend

toward increased redundancy as the interaction unit increases,

and the Winter Survival task has slightly higher'redundancy than

the New Truck task (see Table 6). The general magnitude of,the

C values is slightly lower than in Table 6, however. Although low

in magnitude, the stereotypy values of the average task matrices

all departed from a random model, as presented above.

The second exploratory question examines the relationship

between interaction structure and performance outputs. To aSsess

the structure-solution quality relationship, a series of cor-

relational analyses were performed separately on the groups

comprising each task. For both tasks, a correlation value

of -1.00 indicates higher solution-quality with higher magnitudes

of interaction structure. The relationship_betWeen interacticit

structure and satisfaction similarly was assessed*ith correlational

analyses performed separately for each task. A correlation-

value of +1.00'indicates higher satisfaction with higher

_

15
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magnitudes of structure. Table 7 presents the summary

statistics. Given the small number of degrees of freedom

and the small variation which exists in the stereotypy values,

it is not surprising that the correlations fail to reach

significance at the .05 level.

DISCUSSION ISSUES

It appears useful to organize this discussion in three parts:

1. Before examining differences between the tasks and
the relationship between interaction structure and
performance outputs, the results as a whole will be

compared to existing literature.
2. Second, the results will be analyzed in terms of

differences between tasks.
3. Finally, the relationship between interaction structure

and performance outputs will be discussed.

Results Com-ared Exist n Data Base

Several researchers have examined group interaction structure

when focusing on the content, or task, level of interaction

(Gouran and Baird, 1972; Stech, 1970; Stech, 1975). However,

research which concentrates exclusively on-the relationship

dimension of interaction is limited. To the knowledge of these

authors, the existing data bale consists of three classrooi

-decision-making groups (Fisher, Glover', Ellis, 1975; Fisher, 1976;

Ellis, 1976), The Mark relational coding scheme was used

exclusively in the analysis of these groups.

Using the Rogers and Farace relational coding scheme, the

present study confirmed existing literature for increasing

structure (stereotypy) from the act to the interact:to the

double interact levels. However, the22 analyses suggest that .

antecedent acts and interacts contribute differently to the

significance of these changes. Importantly, this confirmation

reinforces the need to examine interaction as more 'than

collection of isolated acts or utterances.

The magnitudes of the stereotypy values were smaller

study than in the existing data base. Analysis of the three

decision-making groups established stereotypy.yal,ues of 430

.18, and .22 at act, interact, and double interaCt-- leVels'.- The

present study found New Truck -values. of-..06, .-67;:and_.08 and .

.
_

Winter Survival values of 08, .09 and- ,09. -_WhY'were'C

values smaller in this study?
16.
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There are several possible explanations fer the differ nces

in the stereotypy values. First, the differences in the

coding schemes which were used may account for the variance.

Although both schemes focus on relational communication, they

are not identical. While Fisher, Glover and Ellis (1975) did

not compare the Mark scheme with the Rogers and Farace system

their paper found disCrepancy in structure depending on which

coding technique wa.. used. It is possible that coding system

differences account for the contrasting stereotypy magnitudes.

Stereotypy values may also have been affected by the

nature of the tasks employed. As discussed below, the nature

of the task can affect structure. The character of the tasks

used in the three decision-making groups is unclear in the

literature, making additional insights on this possible

explanation difficult to assess.

Differences in group history may also have affected

stereotypy values. The present study employed zero-history,

LGD (Leaderless Group Discussion) groups which,were formed

randomly to meet for a maximum of thirty minutes. From the

descriptions of the three decision-making groups, it is

difficult to assess their histories. If the groups met for a

more extensive period of time, either in a single meeting or

across several sessions, that could account far the higher

structure in those groups contrasted with the lower structure

in the groups of the present study. Ellis (1976) reported

lower structure in the first third of the decision-making groups!

history than in the latter two phases. Groups with longer

histories are more likely to have developed stable Status and.'

role structures, increased goal consensus, _increased:normative:
. .

consensus,*and so forth. All of these Chiracteriitids:Shauld-be

:conducive to increased interaction structure.'...

composition of the groups in the. existing,data:baseis,unclear,

If the dicision-making groups were formed voluntarily, differing'
.

cohesion levels may be present in.the existinvlitetature and

_the present study. If decision-making group members had working

knowledge of group process, their interaction structure might-_

be:_different, qs well.
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Finally, stereotypy VJlu Jilt t'reflce. ii tho e.

data base and the present s udy may have been affected by possible

differences in group sizes. The present study involved groups

which ranged from five to seven members each. As Stech (1975)

argued, smaller sized groups should be characterized by greater

structure. Because the sizes of the three groups employed by

Fisher et al. are not known, this may constitute a possible

explanation for stereotypy variations if the Fisher et al.

groups were smaller in size.

In terms of a basic content analysis, Fisher (1976) and

Ellis (1976) reported that symmetrical and complementary

interaction constituted 72 of their groups' interact matrix,

with complementary-interacts comprising 291 and symmetry comprising-

43%. Symmetrical interaction was comprised mainly of "neutralized"

symmetry 6,4) interacts and constituted 32% of the total

interacts. In comparison, the present study also found an average

of 72% of the interacts comprised of complementary and symmetrical

interacts Paralleling the Fisher et al. data, complementary

interacts constituted approximately 30% of the total interacts.

Although symmetry occupied a comparable proportion of .tha total

interacts, the distribution was different in this-study. Overal4

28% of the interacts were competitive symmetrical (11`..)_;,

transitory symmetry comprised but 6%, of the total.interacts in-

contrast to 32% for Fisher pt al.

At the double interact level, Ellis. (1976) reported that

"one-upmanship" did not maintain itself. Contrary -to Ellis'

finding, the groups in the present study evidented.:*highly.

probable continuation of the "one-upmanthiplY.-.intereCtion Mode._

A ltinterect was most probably followed by.another-_ act;

with the exception of thelantecederit .fortheieTrUck -task,

the 1 act was the most probable resolution attempt for all of .

the antecedents. This refledts 4 basic tendencytOWerd:'

"one.rupmenship" in these groups.

One-across behaviors were overwhelmingly the...mpat.infréciuen

in erection mode in Vie present study. --At the:ihteTatt,leve

for instance, 66% of all interacts were comprieed'of- one-up
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and/or one-down combinations. The avoidance of trans tory,

or neutral, one-across behavior may reflect member attempts

for clear relationships (whether dominant or submissive

Based on these data, members characteristically prefer

dominance to submission interaction. Ellis (1976) suggested

that power relationships may emerge through deference to authority

rather than assertion of control. For the current set of data,

power relationships clearly are defined through the

(:)f control, or "one-upmanship:"

Given longer group histories, the avoidance of transitory

interaction might have disappeared. Likewise, with longer

histories these groups might have realized the potential

dysfunctions of continued "one-upmanship." (Jacobson, 1972, p.97).

Alternatively; the relative infrequency of transitory interaction

may have been a function of the Rogers and Farace (1975)

coding scheme. Fisher (1976) criticized the coding technique

for a built-in bias against the discovery of equal relationships.

As suggested above, it is also possible that the

specific assignment of problems to be solved within a specified

assertion

time period may have affected the transitory interaction in

the present study. As Fisher et-al. did not report on the

nature of the tasks performed by their three groups, it is not

possible to draw comparisons on this level.

Differences by _Tas_k

The New Truck And Winter'Survival tasks did differ significantly :,

in perceived difficulty, although the difference was not as

great as expected on the basis of pre-testing. If the tasks

had been even more extreme in their difference, the interaction

differences that emerged might have been even greater.

In addition, these tasks were compared only in-terms of

their difficulty. Other simultaneous differencesmay exist

between the two tasks which might have contribute&to the

differences found (eg. novelty, interest, relevance to "rea

life" experiences, etc.

Difference-by-task-findings relate to the act _int6ract

and double interact levels and to mean stereot)rpy-- alues.

-eren-At-the- act level , the two tasks had-significan
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distributions; the Winter Survival task is characterized by

more one-up (I') acts and fewer one-down ) acts., This

finding seems consistent with existing literature which

reports more leadership attempts with more difficult tasks.

At the interact level, the two tasks had significantly

different sequential structures with the antecedent and

marginal significance for theantecedent. Descript vely,

in the more difficult task (Winter Survival), a act is more

likely to be followed by a T act, less likely to be followed

by a A/ act, and slightly more likely to be followed by

a -4 act. Thus, when faced with a definition attempt, persons

are more likely to counter-dominate than to acquiesce. The greater

complexity of the more difficult task may provide the motivating

force for this behavior; the greater diversity of perspectives

in the more difficult task may produce less consensus on the

problem and manifestation of more control efforts.

At the double interact levels, the t.o tasks differ

significantly on the antecedent interacts pr,14 -4 and

In the more difficult task (Winter Survival), the is more

likely to be followed by a act,less likely to be followel1ly

a4'act, and slightly more likely to be followed by a act.

The. interact is more likely to be resolved with

sand less likely to be resolved with a;-:,,act in the more

difficult task. The Winter SurviValinteract is more

likely to be resolved with a ?act, less likely to be followed

with a4act, and slightly,more likely to be followed with

act. Finally, the4Tinteract is more likely -to be followed'.

with at and less likely to be followed with a. 4(.-act-in the

more difficult task. Basically, these structurini differences

reflect the tendency for members of grOups performing more
. _

difficult tasks to perpetuate the none-uptanship" :Aore_often

than members of groups performing less difficult tisks-

resolution is between

task opt for the less

In terms of mean

task is characterized

and-, members with the-more -difficu

submissive act (--2> ).

stereotypy values, the more difficult

by slightly higher patterning:-, although

the differences are by no-means overwhelming. in pAr

-differences may have:been reduced due

group dis,Ctiss_i64!!. Stech 79; p7,2_ P, o_



trend toward less structuring as the number of int, acti

units required to achie r solution I. In,gene I,

the more difficult task was characterized by longer

discussions and more total acts (3162 for Winter Survival and

1480 for New Truck).

Stech (1970, 1975) urged consideration of the effects of

the task on interaction structure. This study is an initial

attempt in that direction. Additional research in the task

variable is necessary as we explore relational interaction.

Interaction Structure_and Performance_

In general, the hope of finding statistically significant

relationships was diminished because of 1) statistical tests

based on N=6, and 2) the small range among stereotypy values.

Clearly, more groups of greater structural diversity are

necessary for a meaningful analysis of the relationship between

interaction structure and performance outputs. Further, this

study used only one single item indicator to assess the satis-

faction performance output. Multiple items, designed to capture

the multidimensional nature of satisfaction,(Heslin and Dunphy,1964),

would improve any effort to relate it to interaction structure.

In brief, these results can, at best, be interpreted for their

heuristic capacity.
First, Table 7 sugges s,perhaps,that tasks probably have

differing optimum levels of interaction structure; the New

Truck and Winter Survival tasks in- these data have inverse

relationships between interaction structure and solution quality..

Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967) suggest: that interaction

rigidity (symmetry to the near exclusion of complementarity or

the reverse pattern) is characteristic of unhealthy_relationships.=
Yet, little systematic research.-has explored:thedegree of inter_-

. .

action structure which optimizes'.effectiveness:1ora-variety of_
relationships. More difficult,:taskS may,,reciiiire,more structure

foreffective problem-solvingas thesOdata..sugges;t Less

difficult tasks may be capable of solution with considerably

less structure. Further, the relationship betweerfjnteraction-
.

ucture is licely to be a curvilinear on --either:ctoo much 01% f
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little interaction predictability is likely to have dysfunctional

consequences for solution quality. The relationship may also be

a function of time--differing degrees of structure may be

necessary at different phases of the problem-solving process;

a group's tolerance of uncertainty during initial interaction is

no doubt greater than its tolerance just prior to the deadline

for a decision. Finally, the nature of the structure, as well

as its magnitude, probably affects solution quality. A group

may have 100% predictability bill interacts and another group

may have 1001 predictability 1114 interacts. Iret, the

different patterns reflected in these equivalent interact

sequential structures may greatly affect solution quality.

Similarly, the relationship between interaction structure

and satisfaction is likely to be a complex ne. The relation-

ship probably is curvilinear with boredom and chaos leading

to dissatisfaction at either extreme. A member's Satisfaction

probably is related as well to his/her expectations of what

is goal promotive, and this would change as a function of task.

Individual difference variables would also affect one'-$

satisfaction with interaction structure; thus groUps of dif-

fering compositions would have different optimuuLleVels of

structure. Finally, satisfaction probably is a function of

the nature of interaction structure as well as its- magnitude
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SUMMARY

This study found:

1. Si nificant in_ raction 'atternsasafunction

task difficult- The stereotypy values indicated

slightly more structure with the more difficult task.

Further, content differences emerged in the nature

of the structuring. The more difficult task is

characterized by a tendency to define relationships

more through "one-upmanship."

2. A nonslnificant low correlation between interaction

structure_ and_Performance outputs. Methodological

issues aside, this finding is probably attributable

to the complex nature of the relationship between

interaction patterning 'and both task and performance

outputs.

A_tendency_for interaction tructure_ta increase_as

the level of anal -sis moved from- the ac_ to the:interact

o the double -eract. The magnitude of the change

was small, however, and the analyses suggest that .

Some'sequentiar patterns danot"cliffer-significantly

from those at lower levels_of interaCtion.analysis.

4. omPaF_OtP_Ih2_2AiSiniAlts_kEtLitatEME_ETailtE
in eraction structure values. Although the nature of

the groups which comprise the existing data base is

unclear, the small magnitudes of stereotypy in the

present study are probably attributable to the brief

histories of the groups, although-other passible explpli-

ations are discussed in the-bodr:okr'the,paper;

S. In contrast to existing data', a puclu7.more'OredoMinant

nteraction atternco "one-u manshi Reásonsfor
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IMPLICATIONS

This study ra ses a variety of issues which should be

explored in future research. Investigators need to explore

other aspects of the task to understand more fully its effects

on interaction. The link between interaction.pattern and

performance output should be pursued to fill the gap created

by the lack of available systematic research in that area.

In general, there is a need to integrate interaction pattern_ng

wilt other group variables such as cohesiveness, size, etc.

Important questions concerning coding schemes should be

investigated. In the main, research which has explored group

process from an information theory perspective has found

relatively low degrees of structuring. In part, this finding

may reflect our tendency to isolate one aspect of interaction

within a particular coding scheme without placing the dimension

in a more holistic pattern of total interaction. Given a

more holistic approach, we may find interaction to be more

predictable than we think in our isolated,.segmented approach.

The appropriateness of the coding scheme may alsoaffect

structuring findings. Stech (1975) and Fisher et al. (1975)

argue that the nature of the coding scheme affects the inter-

aCtion pattern which One observes. The Rogers end Farace

(1975) coding scheme has beem used primarily withiaarital dyadS.

PerhapS the system 'is in need of alteration before-apPlication

to small problem-solving groups. At a minimum, the coding

scheme needs indicators of intensity for the control directions;

"That's wrongj" and 7Rut_what about...?" are two very

different degrees- of expressed disagreement.

.Further, it-seems cif,maximum use to study relational

communication from a phenomenological perspective."--: Rosljter

'-an&pearce11975YAmpir:_thatrelational overtimes,-tikecon

clifferingsallenceSr,:depending on the state:of:it

relationShip...Such:perdeptjeuouldibe difficult

from-the- perspective: of-.-the-outside-observer,elone.
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the group members could view videotapes of their interaction

and engage in after-the-fact phenomenological insights.

Basic to any additional work in relational communication,

however, is inclusion of the nonverbal modality. Watzlawick

et al. (1967) claim that nonverbal cues constitute,the primary

source of relational information--a source excluded in the

Rogers and Farace (1975) measure.

Finally, there is a significant need for future research

on "one-upmanship" in small problem-solving groups. We have

been socialized to interact in a competitive fashion and

"one-upmanship" emerges as a characteristic interaction behavior

(Filley, 1975). If, in fact, people in small problem-solving

groups do respond with competitiveness, this is consistent

with research in interpersonal.conflict. As we explore

"one-upmanship" in groups, we should seek groups and settings

outside the classroom environment. We should determine whether

or not "one-upmanship" is more suitable for some tasks than

others. We should ascertain at what point "one-upmanship"

becomes dysfunctional in the group problem-solving proCess.

Failure to pursue questions such as these would be ,concomitant .

to disregard for salient features of our society--competition and

conflict.
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Table 1

Average Act Distributional Structure by Task

Act Unit:

Task:

New Truck (NT) .49 .32 .19

Winter Survival (WS) .54 .25 .21

Table 2

Average Interact S ructure by Task

Antecedent
Act:

1

Subsequent Ac

(NT)
.51

.57
(WS

.35
.26

;14
.- ._ 7

.48

2

.31

.27

.21

.21

.44

.51

.26

.21

.30

8



Table

Average Double interact Structure by Task

Antecedent
Act:

Subsequent Ac

NT)

.56 WS
*35 .26

.14

.54
:57

.33
._6 7

.48
0

.36
.23

.16

.48
.50 .28

,---

.22

.47
.28 .19

.48
.56

.25
.20

.27
.24

_

.39
- 52

.19
.18

.42 ,-------

.30

.42 .38
.--1

.20
.28

.49 .27
.23

.24



Table 4

Summary ofL Analyses for Double interact S--uctures

vs. Act Distributi nal Structures

Antecedent
Interact:

lh I\

T -1

4 4/

'1/-4

Values (2df)
New Truck Task Winter Survival Task

6.21b 5.28a

5.56a 3.93

1.24 5.40a

.13 3.09

.62 1.18

3.55 2.11

5.40 17.08

2.18 5.18a

1.76 2.80

asignificance at the .10 level

bsignificance at the .05 level

-c.significance at the .01 level

d5. nificance at the .001 level



Table 5

Summary oft Analyses for Double Interact Structures

vs. Interact Distributional Structures

Antecedent
Interact:

Values (2df)

New Truck_ Task Winter Survival Task

0.00 .67

.84 0.00

.61 1 47

.82 7

1.43

4.42

1.424

0.00

1.53 .35

2.05

7.27a

8.90a

asignificent at .05 level



Table 6

Stereotypy (redundancy) Values (C) at the Act,

Interact, and Double Interact Levels by Task Group

Group:

Act

Level of Analysis:

Interact Double Inte_

NT# 1 .07 .11 .13
NT 2 .06 .08 .10
NT 3 .13 .16 .19
NT 4 .05 .07 -.09

NT .11 .12 .12
NT 6 .10 .12 .14
WS #1 .14 .17 .19
WS#2 .15 .15 .16

WSOf 3 .06 .07 .18
WS#4 .13 .14 .15
WS#5 .04 .04 .08
WS#6 .06 .08 .09

New Truck U .09 .11 .13
Winter Survival U .10 .11 .14

Table 7

Summary of Correlations Between Interaction

Structure (C) and Performance Outputs

Task:

New Truck

Interaction Corr. w/ Corr. w/
Soln. Quality: Satisfaction:Level:

act
interact .08
double

.35 .13
-.09

interact .01 -.27

.winter
Survival act -.27 -.30

interact -.12 -.21
:doUble

interact -.24 -.41


